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superhuman trio does at the present
time. It was pulled off yesterday
against the Browns in perfect
fashion.

E. Wt'ker was on third base in the
second inning, Layan was on first
and two were out. "fcavan dashed for
the keystone. Collins cut in about 20
feet in front of the base and Weaver
ran to the sack. That left Weaver in
position to watch Walker on third
base and tell Collins what to do.
Schalk made an absolutely perfect
throw which reached Collins shoul-
der high and was at Weaver's waist

Buck noticed that Walker remained
glued to third so he yelled to Eddie
to let the ball go. Collins ducked, the
ball plunked into Weaver's glove and
Lavan was out by feet. It was per-

fect defense. If Walker had run for
the plate Weaver would have yelled,
"There he goes," Collins would have
taken the throw and returned it to
Schalk. And Eddie was close
enough to the plate to have caught
the runner easily.

This is a play frequently tried, but
is only possible when three work-
men of high caliber are concerned in
its composition. It takes a perfect
throw from the catcher and smooth

between the shortstop
and second baseman.

So long as the White Sox cannot
get Ray Chapman to guard the third
sack they are fortunate in having
such a chap as Russell Blackburne.
Russell is no clouter, but he has
brains, as he illustrated in the sixth
inning when at bat

Hamilton had been using a slow
ball that was a wonder. It appeared
to stand still in the air and bothered
some of the best batters of the team.
The Brown southpaw threw it to
Blackburne. Russell waited for the
pill, stuck out his bat and dropped
a bunt along the third base line, beat-
ing it so far there was no throw
made. It was just the kind of a ball
to bunt, but practically impossible to
hit hard.

John Collins double in the first in

ning was his first hit In 20 times at
bat

Sisler, the Michigan graduate,
played first for St Louis and con-

tinued to look like a real find. He
thought too fast for Lavan in the
first inning and as a result the Sox
got two runs.

Owing to some sensational feats
since they started east the Whales
today are only two and a half games
out of first place and but a game
and a half behind the second-plac- e

Kansas City crew. Sixteen games
have been played aaginst the east and
11 of them have resulted in Whale
victories.

This fine record has been achieved
under varying conditions. Good
pitching has flashed through when
the Whales were not hitting- - and
scintillating support has backed it
Then, when the pitchers have been
woozy, Tinker's people have hopped
the aliens and clouted unmercifully.

And through the smoke old Mor-dec- ai

Brown stands out as one of the
sterling heroes. He has pitched more
effectively than any other boxman
of the team and has been strong
enough to work frequently. At the
start of the season it was predicted
that Brownie would be a fair pitcher
if worked once a week.

But since hot weather set in he has
gone out in his regular order and
turned back the enemy with apparent
ease. Out of his experience he has
conserved his strength, turning loose
his full power only in periods of
stress. Four hits he allowed the New-

ark Peps yesterday and only one man
traveled to third base. ,

Westerzil replaced Fritz, at third
and did well. He slammed a hit and
handled his four chances. Another
change impends which will send Fritz
to second in order to give Johnny
Farrell, in the midst of a batting
slump, a necessary rest

Manager Bresnahan remitted the
$100 fine he placed on Heinie Zim-
merman and all is said to be serene in
the Cb camp again. Which, is for


